
CREATING UNIQUE SPACES

The New Easy Way to do Wallpaper
STEP BY STEP

Open your wallpaper mural and follow the instructions - cut between the strips note what side is up 
- the lengths are numbered in order from left to right. Put the strips in order on the floor. 

Find your wall type and start accordingly. - Make a pencil mark one wallpaper with from the corner near the ceiling. 
Mark and draw a vertical line and check with a level. Pls. note that the lengths always are numbered from left to right.  

Do you have a standard wall? Start from the left corner. Does your wall have a height differense? 
Make sure to start from the side with the highest point.

Does your wall have a window? Make sure to start from 
the side where you can place one whole strip.

Roll out a thin layer of non woven glue for slightly more than the first strip. Put up your first strip lined up with your mark. 
Make sure that it is straight and that you get no bubbles. - Place the next strip edge to edge and make sure that they are tight together. 
Use the seem roller to fix them. Cut a cross over sockets and then cut around them

Wipe of all extra paste with a soft spunge - clean it in the water. 
Use a wallpaper knife when you cut away excess at top and bottom.

Do you want your design centered at your wall. Locate the center 
of the design and start from the center and work your way out. 

Want more instructions?

Scan the QR code
to go to our Wallpaper guide 
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